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Making Words Christmassy 20/12/2022, 11:35

Today, I’ll be visiting my much loved online random word generator and making 
random words Christmassy. Why? I don’t know. Maybe just because it’s Christmas?? 
Again I don’t know. Haven’t a clue. As always, I won’t be skipping any words so 
expect pure randomness! Let’s go!

Glove

What’s Christmassy about a glove? Not a lot, but when you change the word to ‘g 
love’ (i.e. gingerbread love), suddenly things make a lot more sense. 

Episode

Lots of TV episodes on Christmas day! Sure there are always episodes on TV, but 
when you change the word to e-pisode… Nope, that doesn’t work. Ep-isode? Nope, 
let’s try again. Epi-sode. Hm. I guess g love was a one off. Edosipe? Damn the word 
doesn’t make sense backwards, either. 

Attract

I don’t think I’ve ever bought a magnet for someone for Christmas, but maybe I will 
one day. Fridge magnets ARE practical and often stylish! If you buy a fridge for 
someone, maybe that’s a little OTT.

Discover

This is an easy one. You discover presents! Of course you do, you don’t just get 
them, you unwrap them, making you discover them! Piece of cake. Cake is 
Christmassy, too.

Hunter

You can’t really hunt too much in England as it’s mostly illegal, but not completely. So 
there you go. Shoot an animal on Christmas if it really makes you happy. Google 
says cats are the most annoying animals. So shoot a cat? I’m just saying that’s not a 
fun Christmas for me, but everyone is different. 

Thirsty

Alcohol makes you dehydrated, and dehydrated is a fancy word for thirsty. Too easy. 

Sharp

This is a dark Christmas. First it was the killing of animals, now it’s about buying 
knives. Chef knives make good presents, I suppose. 

Farewell

Oh dear God. Is that something to say to someone after stabbing them? Please no. 

Boom
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I assure you I’m not skipping any words. Now an exploding bomb has come up! This 
is the Christmas of a psychopath. 

Thaw

Let’s just hope the thing thawing is a harmless snowman, not the body of a dead 
man, frozen to hide the time of death and to confuse the police. 

Change

Prison is about reforming (changing) Christmas criminals (or any criminals, 
obviously), I suppose. Unless the criminal has BOMBED people, then he’s never 
getting out. Apparently prisoners hate Christmas in prison. Good, that’s what you 
deserve. 

Fragrant

There’s nothing wrong with spraying gifted cologne on you on smelling yourself. I do 
it all the time. 

Remain

Christmas memories remain! Because they’re great! Personally I like to ignore the 
darker Metallica lyrics ‘Gone insane, but the memory remains’, for example. Too 
close to home.

Wriggle

Google tells me that ‘Wiggly, Wiggly, Christmas!’ is a song by The Wriggles. I didn’t 
hate is as much I was expecting, but still it wasn’t for me. 

Addicted

Oh there are so many things to get addicted to in Christmas. To many to list.

Assumption

Ok, I’ve never been addicted to assumptions, not on Christmas, not on any day, but I 
have made a few. e.g. ‘This is going to be super cool!’ I was right, too. 

Frozen

Snow is frozen. A bit of a no brainer, so let’s redeem myself with a cool fact: Snow is 
mostly made up of air!

Amber

Pee on snow and you get an amber colour. (But not amber the material, let’s make 
that clear. Especially if you’re planning on giving someone amber as a gift). 
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Ally

Ah, nothing like spending Christmas with your allies. Sounds a bit cold and unfriendly 
when you put it like that, but allies are an improvement over people you don’t like. 
For example, some family members.

Coach

I’m assuming at least some coaches run on Christmas day, but I don’t need one 
because of my bangin’ Toyota Aygo. 

Distortion

Yes, I’ve received a distortion pedal on Christmas! It was actually a special pedal 
where you can make your own effects! That’s kind of thing we want. Not bombs. 

Produce

I’ve produced sweet sounds on Christmas with my special distortion pedal.

Velvet

Velvet clothes! A perfectly reasonable gift! Again, be wary of amber clothes.

Rice

The three rice men! Great guys, I love rice!

Slow

I’m not sure I’d like a slow Christmas as that could suggest misery. Thankfully I 
haven’t felt that way for many many years, thanks to super drug Clozapine. I really 
do like Clozapine. I wouldn’t really like it as a present though - too mundane. And I 
certainly wouldn’t like someone to steal it from me as a lighthearted Christmas 
‘prank’. Because it wouldn’t be funny, it would be MESSED UP. BUT a slow paced 
(i.e. relaxed) Christmas sounds absolutely fine. 

Battery

I wouldn’t like people to get battered on Christmas. Batteries for toys are fine, 
though. 

Way

Lots of ways to celebrate Christmas. But do you know the best way? My way. That is 
with lots of music AND chocolate. I also plan on going for a lone ramble. Lots of 
ways to walk! Two meanings with one word? Who’d have thought such a random 
example would actually be the most festive one so far? I would have thought it would 
be g-love. 
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Retain

Retain Christmas memories! I’m (partially) repeating myself because whilst these 
thoughts on words do sound random, I actually mean them. In particular, the one’s 
about Clozapine!

Ok, that’s enough I think. For whatever reason, the random word site was taking up 
lots of energy on my computer. I never knew being random would take up more 
power than Youtube videos! Being random actually comes pretty naturally to me. I 
wonder if that means I’m more powerful than the internet? It’s an interesting thought. 
And on that super cool note, bye!!


